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Free Throws
Dave Butler explains the power of routine in responding to pressure and offers a sports-related
example to help investors apply discipline in a stressful market.

“What do you regard as the most difficult period in
the financial markets during your 25 years in the
investment business?”
I am often asked this question, usually by people who
already have a framework and opinion as a result of living
through one or several market downturns. For example,
many older advisors and their clients regard the 1973–1974
bear market as the toughest period in their investment
lifetime. Middle-aged investors may consider the tech
boom and bust of the late 1990s and early 2000s to be
the bellwether event for a generation of investors who
assumed they could get rich on one great stock pick.
Today, just about everyone remembers the 2008–2009
global financial crisis, having experienced the anxiety
of declining investment accounts themselves or knowing
someone who did.
 e market decline in early 2016 has much of the same
Th
feel as past events. Times like these are never easy for
clients or advisors, who must confront their concern
that “things just might be different this time.” When in
the midst of a market decline, it is natural to sense that
the volatility is lasting longer and is worse than anything

before. As a result, advisors spend a lot of time talking
to their clients in an effort to alleviate elevated concerns
and fears.
How do we find the words that might help minimize the
fear and anxiety advisors’ clients feel about their investment
portfolios and retirement security? As you know, no single
word or story can ease their concerns—and certainly not
overnight. The more effective course may be for advisors
to steadily lead clients down a path from worry to calm
through a conversational approach that emphasizes the
importance of sticking with their plan.
LINKING PROCESS TO DISCIPLINE

I had the opportunity a few weeks ago to speak at an
advisor’s client event in California. As I was driving to
the event, I thought about how to make the presentation
conversational and ensure the concepts of process and
discipline resonate with the audience.
The audience was a sports-oriented crowd, and I had
about 15 minutes to get across one important concept
that might help them navigate the choppy markets. Then
I remembered an article I read about world-class athletes
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and their approach to success. The author described
how the greatest athletes, from Olympians to all-star
professionals, focus on process rather than outcome
when competing at the highest level. I thought about
this in context of my own college athletic experience,
which, although not at the Olympic level, involved the
same need for calm and focus during high-pressure
moments in a basketball game.
Imagine yourself playing in a championship basketball
game. Your team is trailing by one point. You are fouled
just as the game clock goes to zero. You have two free
throws. Make both and you win. Miss them and you lose.
What do you do to contain the pressure and focus on the
task? The great athletes look to process. While each process
may be different, each one reflects a personal routine a
player has performed thousands of times in practice. For
instance, you start your routine as you approach the free
throw line; you take a deep breath and imagine the ball
going through the hoop; you step to the line and find the
exact spot (usually a nail right behind the painted line)
where your right foot will anchor; you look at the back
(or front) of the rim and notice the paint peeling or the net
missing a connecting loop—or anything else to help you
concentrate and calm your mind; and you take the ball from
the referee and continue your routine. You dribble twice and
flip the ball in the air, take a couple of knee bends, find the
grooves on the ball, and spread your fingers across it. You
feel the texture of the ball, the rough orange leather and the
smooth black rubber on the grooves, and finally time the
motion so that your body, the release of the ball, and the
follow-through of your hand are all in perfect synch as
the ball elevates and descends to the basket.
The effective athlete does not hope for an outcome or get
nervous or scared as the moment approaches. He or she
immediately falls back on the tried and tested routine
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performed countless times in a more serene environment
(practice). Following the routine dulls the noise of the
crowd and brings clarity of mind.
The same lessons apply to the seasoned investor. A chaotic
market is akin to what the visiting team experiences in
a gym, where opposing fans and players are doing
everything possible to distract you. You stay focused on
a routine burned into your nature through coaching and
repetitive practice.
The components of the seasoned investor’s routine are
similar: the investment policy statement, the regular review
of family goals and liquidity needs, and the regular calls
an advisor makes during good and bad markets. These
and other actions are all part of the process developed to
summon that muscle memory needed in stressful times.
Just as the great athlete navigates through the moments of
pressure in any athletic event, the actions are part of the
routine that allows the individual to navigate through a
chaotic market like we have today.
I believe there are many stories and anecdotes that parallel
the basic needs of an investor, but it is up to the advisor to
find one that resonates with a particular client or audience.
The example could involve a great violinist, a world-class
chef, or even a gardener. In each case, there is a story of
discipline behind the person who continually works
to perfect the craft and a reminder of how a successful
investor can do the same.
Statistics and data are the bedrock for the insights we gain
about the capital markets, but it is often the conversational
story that can help clients of advisors focus on the simplest
and most important tenets of investment success. Regardless
of the market or time period, advisors can encourage their
clients to maintain the discipline needed to follow a process,
which can lead to a great investment experience.
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